The electroencephalographic pattern during electroconvulsive therapy: V. Observations on the origins of phase III delta energy and the mechanism of action of ECT.
The generation of the spike-wave activity of Phase III of ECT seizures is attributed to the recurrence of synchronized, prolonged periods of intense inhibitory current flow (hyperpolarization), and associated rebound spike bursts, produced by the inhibitory circuit relationships and intrinsic electrophysiological properties of thalamic neurons. An anatomical and neurophysiological model of the development of generalized, synchronous 3-Hz spike-wave seizure activity is proposed which outlines the origin, maintenance, slowing, and termination of this fundamental seizure rhythm. Phase III inhibitory current flow (delta energy) and/or spike bursts may bring about therapeutic benefit by initiating a chain of agonist-independent and agonist-dependent events which results in long-term augmentation of serotonergic and noradrenergic neurotransmission and diminution of cholinergic neurotransmission in the forebrain. A specific anatomical and functional model of the mechanism of action of ECT is proposed, in which: (1) adrenergic and cholinergic pathways in the forebrain are assumed to be massively stimulated during ECT seizures, whereas serotonergic pathways are assumed to be inhibited during these seizures; (2) the beneficial effects of ECT are considered to be more dependent upon ECT-induced changes in 5-HT neurotransmission than upon alteration of noradrenergic function; (3) these beneficial effects involve up-regulation of 5-HT2 and down-regulation of M1- and M2-muscarinic receptor densities by both agonist-independent and agonist-dependent mechanisms, coupled with functional augmentation of noradrenergic neurotransmission; and (4) these effects may be brought about by Phase III inhibitory current flow- and/or spike burst-induced alteration of the function of second-messenger generator systems.